We investigate the validity of a minimal cosmological model derived from the renormalizable Hořava action at low redshift scales by using different cosmological and statistical tests. Assuming pure attractive gravity, i.e., λ > 1/3 in the Hořava action, we compare the Union 2.1 supernova type Ia data with the kinematics following from a model-independent approach. The two approaches, although compatible, lead to explicit cosmographic constraints on the free parameters of the Hořava action, which turn out to be in strong disagreement with the ΛCDM, wCDM and Chevallier-Polarski-Linder scenarios. To show this, we use standard diagnostic tools of regression models, namely the Akaike and the Bayesian Information Criteria. Using such model-independent statistical methods, we show that Hořava-Lifshitz cosmology differs from the standard dark energy scenarios, independently of the number of free parameters involved in the model. Since this result is valid at small redshift domains, it indicates the presence of inconsistencies in the minimal version of Hořava-Lifshitz cosmology even at the level of background cosmology.
I. INTRODUCTION
Even though general relativity (GR) and quantum mechanics are considered cornerstones of modern physics, all the attempts to formulate a unified theory of quantum gravity have been so far unsuccessful [1] . Interesting technical results have been obtained in different approaches [2] , albeit the physical problem remains still open due, in part, to the fact that GR is non-renormalizable in the ultraviolet (UV) regime [3] . Recently, Hořava [4] proposed a model that partly solves the problem at the UV limit. The model is renormalizable [5] and non-relativistic in the UV regime. Further, it reduces to Einstein's GR with a non-vanishing cosmological constant at the infrared (IR) limit. In the Hořava picture, space and time show up with different scalings at the UV fixed point, i.e., x i → lx i , t → l z t, with z representing the scaling exponent. This model is now commonly known as Hořava-Lifshitz (HL) theory [6] and turns out to be renormalizable for z = 3. The original model had the complication that the Schwarzschild-AdS black hole solution was not recovered at the IR limit [7] . This caveat was healed by * orlando.luongo@lnf.infn.it † marco.muccino@lnf.infn.it ‡ quevedo@nucleares.unam.mx introducing an additional parameter, which modifies the IR behavior [8, 9] and leads to the generalized Hořava action:
where
are the extrinsic curvature and the Cotton tensor respectively, The dot "˙" represents the derivative with respect to the time coordinate, and R is the scalar curvature. Further, N and N i are the lapse and shift in the 3+1 decomposition, i.e. ds 2 = −N 2 c 2 dt 2 +g ij (dx i +N i dt)(dx j + N j dt). Although appealing, the HL model presents a statistical drawback, i.e., it depends upon six parameters: κ, λ, µ, ν, Λ W and ω, which are not completely free. In fact, they determine the speed of light c, the gravitational constant G and the cosmological constant Λ by means of the relations [10] :
Notice that our notation is different from the original one used by Hořava [4] • G here = G Horava /c 3 ,
In addition,
• λ < 1/3 implies the presence of repulsive gravitational effects, and
• λ > 1/3 leads to attractive gravity.
To be in agreement with observations, we limit ourselves to the second case. Consequently, the HL model reduces its complexity as it possesses only three free parameters, which must be chosen in accordance with observations. In the case of cosmology, for instance, the three free parameters make the HL model comparable with the Chevallier-Polarski-Linder (CPL) model [11] . The main purpose of this paper is to revise the HL cosmology by using cosmic kinematics and statistical tests, i.e., selection criteria for the free constants entering the HL model in a homogeneous and isotropic background. We test the corresponding modified Friedmann equations by using cosmography, which consists in a modelindependent kinematical procedure acting on the Taylor series of the luminosity distance at z 1. We compare these results with cosmological limits on the free parameters of HL cosmology, considering the conditions valid at the IR limit. We thus explore the behavior of the HL model at low redshift scales by comparing it with a few cosmological models, namely, the standard ΛCDM paradigm, and the ωCDM and CPL scenarios. By using cosmography and statistics, we will find inconsistencies of the HL model with respect to the standard cosmological model.
The article is divided as follows. In Sec. II, we provide a short overview of the main features of HL cosmology. We also present the modified Friedmann equations and the evolution equation for the Hubble rate. In Sec. III, we explore the simple case of a dust-dominated universe and present explicit solutions for the scale factor and the Hubble parameter. These solutions are used to compare the HL model with cosmic data, in particular, with the Union 2.1 data survey of type Ia supernovae. In Sec. IV, we consider the cosmographic representation of HL cosmology and find the corresponding bounds determined by kinematics. We us the value of the cosmographic parameters to find bounds on the free parameters of the HL model. In Sec. V, we employ both cosmological and kinematic tests determined in the previous sections, to establish two statistic information criteria. Finally, in Sec. VI, we point out the inconsistencies of the HL model at the level of background cosmology.
II. BRIEF OVERVIEW OF HOŘAVA-LIFSHITZ COSMOLOGY
Several possibilities are available to describe the homogeneous and isotropic universe in the framework of HL gravity. Here, we start from the Friedmann-Lemaître-Robertson-Walker (FLRW) metric and replace it in Eq.(1) to obtain a reduced action from which the corresponding fiel equations can be obtained. First, we notice that the free parameters entering the HL model should respect all the current bounds at local and cosmic scales. In particular, for the set of parameters κ, λ, µ, and |Λ W |, we get from Eq. (4) 
Eqs. (5) and (6) represent the numerical bounds for the HL model to be compatible with Einstein's gravity in the corresponding limit [13] [14] [15] [16] To compute the modified Friedmann equations in the HL framework, we are forced to perform the analytic continuation µ 2 → −µ 2 in the original action, so that the upper (lower) sign corresponds to the AdS, Λ W < 0, (dS, Λ W > 0) case. We find that the case Λ W > 0 is the only one to be favored by local scale limits, exhibiting an extra fine-tuning in the HL scenario. Under the hypothesis of a perfect-fluid source with energy density and pressure ρ and p = wρ, respectively, we get the modified Friedmann equations [10] :
. We see that the free parameter ν does not appear in the field equations of the FLRW model. Thus, any cosmological test by itself is not enough to completely fix the freedom of the parameters, entering the generalized Hořava action (1). The corresponding differential equation, obtained by combining the above two expressions, can be recast as
which, in turn, can be rewritten in terms of the more convenient redshift variable z as:
Here we defined the Hubble rate H ≡ȧ/a, the redshift a = (1 + z) −1 , and |Λ| = 3µ
A direct comparison with Einstein's theory shows that the term proportional to a −4 represents the contribution from higher-derivative terms present in the generalized HL model, giving a correction to the pure radiation case. This term vanishes for k = 0 or w = 1/3. Consequently, in the case of a flat universe (with arbitrary equation of state) and a radiation dominated universe only (with arbitrary spatial curvature), it is not possible to differentiate the HL model from Einstein's gravity. For our purpose, we limit our attention to the lowest redshift regime, corresponding to our observable universe, neglect the contribution due to radiation, and assume a non-flat universe. Therefore, to complete this scheme, it is necessary to characterize the typology of fluid to be accounted in the HL cosmology. In what follows, we will consider the case of dust, which is the simplest case of a matter term with an equation of state (EoS) of the form p = 0 (w = 0).
III. NUMERICAL BOUNDS FOR THE DUST-LIKE CASE
In the framework of HL gravity, the fluid driving the observed speed up is contained inside the model. This means that the simplest scenario to be considered in connection with Eq. (9) consists of pressureles matter 1 . To this end, one makes use of cold dark matter and baryons, which do not contribute to accelerate the universe today, leaving Λ W alone to be responsible for the observed dynamics. Moreover, we found previously the Hořava corrections to the Friedmann equations, showing that they become relevant for different regimes. For example, at the low redshift regime, the term ω does not contribute so that it is difficult to bound it in a FLRW universe. In order to fix the constraints by using cosmography, one of the first steps consists in finding the function H(z) by solving the differential equation (9) . Thence, by assum-1 For a different perspective on matter with pressure, see [17] .
ing a constant barotropic factor w for a given cosmological fluid, H(z) can be written as
). Note that the main difference with respect to ΛCDM is the correction (1 − Ω ω /Ω Λ ). In addition, the sum over all the possible contributions shows that, when w i is due to radiation, we can replace the radiation counterpart by
As a particular case, the Friedmann equations in Einstein's theory predictḢ +3/2(1+w)H 2 −Λ/2(1+w)c 2 =0 for a flat universe. The consequences of the special cases k = 0 or w = 1/3 are analyzed by using the well-known standard solutions of ΛCDM
where F (x) = sinh(x) if Λ > 0 and F (x) = sin(x) if Λ < 0. In our case, Λ W > 0 implying that Λ > 0, so that:
For w = 0, we can rewrite Eq. (10) as
which under the assumption that E(0) = 1 implies the constraint
We can now perform the cosmological test, taking into account the above results. Numerical priors of compatibility for Ω Λ , Ω Λ W , and µ can be obtained by compar- ing the results of Ref. [18] and Ref. [19] .
2 This comparison is necessary in view of the recent 3.4-σ tension arisen between the value of the Hubble constant H 0 = (67.66±0.42) km s −1 Mpc −1 , inferred from the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) power spectra [18] , and the value of H 0 = (73.24 ± 1.74) km s −1 Mpc −1 inferred from new, near-infrared observations of Cepheid variables in 11 host galaxies of recent type Ia supernovae (SNe Ia) [19] . The priors are summarized in Tab. III. We now constrain the model parameters by fitting the observational SNe Ia data from the most recent Union 2.1 compilation [20] . Since SNe Ia can be considered as standard candles, they play the role of distance indicators. The corresponding luminosity distance
contains information on the cosmological parameters and can be expressed through the distance modulus µ SN
2 Ref. [19] gets only H 0 . For the other cosmological parameters, we considered the values obtained from the analysis of Type Ia supernovae, i.e., Ωm = 0.271 ± 0.012 and Ω Λ = 0.729 ± 0.012 [20] . with the error σµ SN including the SNe Ia systematics. To constrain the free parameters of the model, one has to compare the observed µ SN from SNe Ia (see Fig. 1 ) with the ones within the proposed model. This can be done through the χ-square statistic
The best-fit parameters for the Hořava model, which minimize the quantity χ 2 , are summarized in Tab. III and the corresponding contour plots are shown in Fig. 2 . In the next section, we discuss the role of cosmography as a tool to determine if the results of Tab. III are in agreement with the kinematics predicted by the HL model.
IV. KINEMATICS OF HOŘAVA-LIFSHITZ COSMOLOGY
All cosmic tests are commonly based on assuming that the underlying model represents the best suit to fit cosmic data surveys. This caveat introduces some sort of model-dependence in the fitting procedure [21] [22] [23] . It is therefore relevant to use model-independent treatments to establish the paradigms, which better work among the wide number of possibilities [24] . Cosmography is part of the set of model-independent procedures, which infer kinematical parameters from a direct fit of the Taylor series of the luminosity distance 4 . The advantage of this procedure is that it uses a very few assumptions. In particular, considering homogeneity and isotropy, one can expand the luminosity distance d L and measure the coefficients entering the expansion [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] . In particular, up to the fourth order in z we have where d H ≡ c/H 0 and
Once the expansion for d L is evaluated, similar expansions can be evaluated for the scale factor a(t), the pressure, the density and so on. The numerical coefficients of the Taylor expansion are related to the deceleration parameter q 0 , the jerk parameter j 0 (the variation of the acceleration), and the snap parameter s 0 (the rate of variation of the acceleration). These parameters fully characterize the universe kinematics and are related to the free parameters of a given model through their definitions:
Cosmography provides accurate results at small redshifts, but is affected by severe convergence problems, truncation of Taylor series and error propagation, which cannot provide accurate fitting outcomes. Different formulations of Eq. (18) have been presented to heal the above caveats [30] [31] [32] . Once rewritten, the luminosity distance can be used to fit the SNe Ia data from Union 2.1. We fix the curvature parameter to the value Ω k = 0.001 ± 0.002 obtained by the Planck mission [18] . The best-fit value of the parameters q 0 , j 0 , and s 0 and the value of the χ 2 over the DOF are summarized in the top part of Tab. IV. The contour plots of the best-fit parameters are shown inD Fig. 3 . Inverting the results of the first three columns of Tab. IV, we obtain constraints on the free parameters of the HL model by using their mathematical correspondence with the cosmographic set which can be expressed as
For today's value z = 0, we obtain
The bounds of Eq. (14) reduce the number of independent HL parameters to three. It is, therefore, possible to derive numerical bounds for Ω ω in terms of the values of 
The numerical bounds on Ω ω (q 0 ) and Ω ω (j 0 ), obtained by using Ω m = 0.3153 ± 0.0073 and Ω Λ = 0.6847 ± 0.0073 from the Planck mission [18] , are summarized in the bottom part of Tab. IV. In the ΛCDM limit, instead we easily get
Their value are summarized in the last two column of the bottom part of Tab. IV. 5 We do not consider s 0 since its value is affected by high systematic errors.
Best-fit parameters q0 j0 s0 χ 2 /DOF −0.607 ± 0.066 1.39 ± 0.63 2.2 ± 3.2 562.20/577
Derived quantities Ωω(q0) Ωω(j0) Ωm(q0) Ωm(q0, j0) 129 ± 361 67 ± 163 0.262 ± 0.044 0.51 ± 0.42 TABLE III. Top part: cosmographic best-fit values of q0, j0, and s0 and the statistic test χ 2 /DOF. Bottom part: the derived bounds on Ωω obtained from q0 and j0 and the results for Ωm in the ΛCDM limit as described in Eqs. (25)- (26).
V. COMPARING HOŘAVA-LIFSHITZ COSMOLOGY WITH OTHER MODELS
To compare different cosmological models, we will use statistical tests [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] of the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) and the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC). These criteria are used as model-independent statistical methods for comparing different models [39] . They represent standard diagnostic tools of regression models [35] [36] [37] [38] . The formulation of the AIC criterion makes use of two distribution functions: f (x) is postulated to be the exact function describing a particular physical phenomenon; g(x|θ) approximates f (x) through a set of parameters θ. By construction, there is only one set, say θ , which minimizes the difference |g(x|θ)−f (x)|. Evaluating the AIC value for a single model is clearly unfeasible, since f (x) is unknown a priori. For a Gaussian error distribution, the generic AIC, calculated over the whole set of models, is given by
where k is the number of model parameters. Hence, any speculations may be computed on the basis of
where each χ 2 is computed for the set θ of each model. The BIC criterion has been derived in a Bayesian context [40, 41] and is defined as
where N is the number of data points used throughout the fit procedure. The difference in BIC is given by
We employ the AIC and BIC techniques to compare the HL cosmology with the ΛCDM model, the wCDM model, which is the natural extension of the ΛCDM paradigm and provides a negative barotropic factor inside the interval w 0 ≥ −1, and the varying quintessence model proposed by the Chevallier, Polarsky and Linder (CPL parametrization) [11] , based on the Taylor series of the EoS: w(a) = w 0 + w 1 (1 − a).
The three last models are characterized, respectively, by
The contour plots of the fits performed with the ΛCDM, wCDM and CPL models are shown in Fig. 4 . The best-fit parameters of the above models and of the HL model together with the results of the AIC and BIC tests are summarized in Tab. IV. These results show definitively that the HL cosmological is:
• statistically disfavored if compared to the ΛCDM approach;
• disfavored even if compared with the CPL parametrization. In this case, the two models have the same number of parameters;
• kinematics does not favor the Hořava model and are compatible with statistics.
Thus, the HL cosmology is both kinematically and statistically disfavored with respect to the standard cosmological scenarios represented by the ΛCDM, wCDM and CPL models. Moreover, the HL model does not properly pass the cosmographic limits. This fact is supported by the AIC and the BIC, which show that, independently of the number of free parameters, the HL cosmology is not consistent with observational data.
VI. FINAL OUTLOOKS
In this paper, we investigated the limits imposed by observations on the minimal paradigm of HL cosmology in a homogeneous and isotropic background. To do so, we first consider kinematics as a model-independent approach to check whether the HL cosmology is in accordance with the SN Ia data surveys. By using the approach of cosmography, we found viable intervals for the values of the free parameters entering the model and then we compared these results with fits performed by using the Union 2.1 compilation. The 1σ agreement with cosmography is quite acceptable and leaves open the possibility that the model works well in describing large scale dynamics. Although appealing, the numeric outcomes contradict the statistical requirements that come from the two selection criteria we use here, i.e., the AIC and BIC statistics. We found that the corresponding ∆AIC and ∆BIC functions are wide under the numerical constraints previously obtained from cosmography and cosmic fits. This suggests that the HL model is less accurate than the standard ΛCDM paradigm. If one enlarges the number of free parameters within the cosmic scenario, including the wCDM and CPL frameworks, the HL cosmology continues being disfavored. This result points out the statistical inconsistencies of the model, ruling out de facto the HL paradigm at the level of background cosmology. Future analysis could focus on verifying the validity of the HL cosmology at both early and late times. This may be useful to find viable HL models, by adding new extra terms into the Lagrangian.
